Abstract

This bibliography records publications of Nelson H. F. Beebe.

Title word cross-reference

10 [49]. + [101, 109]. 2 [57]. \(A^1\Pi\) [101]. \(\alpha\) [52]. \(Ax = \lambda Bx\) [61, 123].
\(expm1(x) = \exp(x) - 1\) [734]. \(F(m, t)\) [173]. \(H_2\) [59]. \(He_2\) [105]. \(HF\) [59].
\(log1p(x) = \log(1 + x)\) [735]. \(O_2\) [66]. \(O_2^+\) [66]. \(O_2^{++}\) [66]. \(\pi\) [942]. \(X^1\Sigma^+\) [101].

/ [1311, 1310].


4.4 [234].


Outline [143, 151, 207]. Output [13].

Pack [11, 26, 43]. Package [23, 47, 70, 81, 177, 195, 208, 260, 322, 348, 520, 701, 857].


Tools Tomorrow

Three-Electron Things [55].

Technologies [695, 830]. Technology [431, 473, 678, 771, 811, 919, 1316, 711, 1305, 1306, 1332].

Technometrics [1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217].

TECO [232]. TECS [751]. Ted [867].


\TeX-Package-Independent [322]. \TeXniqes \{301, 283\}. \TeXnische \{317, 358\}. Text \{67, 83, 158, 215\}. \TeXu [271].


Theory [46, 80, 565, 563, 596, 660, 661, 659, 718, 720, 875, 896, 1171, 1172, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1339]. Theory/Configuration [80].

Things [55]. Thoughts [54]. Three [38, 36, 63, 107]. Three-Electron [38, 36, 63, 107].


Timing [162]. Tips [298]. TIST [919].


Tomorrow [753]. Toolbox [776].


Transformation [80]. Transformations [119]. Transition [52, 111, 109].

Translation [286]. transportable [114, 124]. Tree [280]. TRT2629 [17].


UIBMOL [82]. Ulam [854]. Uncertainty [1158]. Understanding [392, 1143, 392].


UNIX [428, 429, 441, 851, 229, 231, 238, 256, 324, 354, 220]. Unix/Linux [851].


Verdet [113, 112]. Verifier [198]. Version [82, 173, 166, 177, 190, 192, 214, 219, 220, 221, 223, 245, 176, 205, 156, 323].

verwandte [1172]. Very [443, 617].
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